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The Federal Reserve shares your pain. As part of a transparency drive, the US central bank will issue 
three-year forecasts for headline inflation as well as its preferred core measure.

That is sensible public relations. Food and energy prices
cannot be stripped out of people’s lives. Even if, typically, core
and headline inflation converge over time, the Fed is right to
acknowledge recent periods of serious divergence. China’s
rise, for example, has helped temper core US inflation (through
cheap imports and the damping effect on US wages of
offshoring) while helping boost the headline through higher
global energy and food prices.

The Fed’s new communication plan also includes extending its
forecasts for economic growth to three instead of two years,
updating them quarterly instead of biannually, and giving a
range of outcomes based on different Fed governor views.
Those should all give markets and the public better visibility on
the Fed’s thinking, while underlining how dynamic and
uncertain those forecasts are. Overall, the changes should be
helpful.

But Mr Bernanke admits that the only certain forecast is that
“the economy will not evolve along the precise path implied by
our projections”. And he will keep one key forecast behind the
Fed’s magic curtain: what governors assume interest rates to
be when they formulate their projections on growth and
inflation. Instead, forecasts will be based on monetary policy
being set “appropriately”. The Bank of England and European
Central Bank issue inflation forecasts using implied market
interest rates. This gives an implicit signal about their views on
where rates should go.

The Fed’s forecasts will offer guidance on expected moves in
growth and inflation rates. But, looking three years out, core
and headline expectations should be pretty similar. And the
Fed’s forecast will look like a de facto inflation target.

After all, if the Fed believes in its own abilities, three years of
“appropriate” monetary policy should be enough to ensure it satisfies its dual mandate on employment
and price stability.
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